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Abstract.

Corrections to the Earth’s preccssic n and nutation ha~e been dcriwxl from VLB1 observations of extragalactic sources carrit?d out by JPI~’s I)ccp Space Network between 1978
and 1994. ‘1’hc analysis is based on th~ source right ascensions and declinations given in
a~lnual position catalogucs referring to the J200(). O cqualor and ecluillox. These catalogucs
result from the reduction of the VLB1 oiwervablcs by adopting the 1976 IAU convention
on precession and one of tile following nl; tatioll models: 1980 IAU Theory of Nutation,
ZMOA 1990-2 and KSNRE. L)iflcrenccs {f the J2000.O positions of a source obtained
at different epochs suggest, the presence of imperfections in the ]n-cccssion and nutation
terms.
Ill contrast to the commonly practiced direct solutions. corrections to the luni-solar precession and the 18.6”yr nutations in longitude and obliquity arc determined by a least
squares fit to the di 4&rences of pc)sitions of indi~idual sources at difl’ercnt epochs. Using
the 1980 IAU and KSNRE models gives sizable, largclv similar corrections. The ZMOA
1990-2 model, on the other hand, is characterized by small corrections to the nutation
terms. Each of the three data sets associated with onc of the nut,atioll models provides
a solution in right ascension (RA) as WC1l as in declination (Dee). ‘l’lie I)ec solution is
self-sufficient, whereas the RA solution requires some a priori k]xnvlcdge of the precession and ~lut,ation quantities that are to be determined. The self-sufficient declination
solutions for the 1980 IAU and the ZMOA 1990-2 models yield the same correction of the
luni-solar precession, namely -3. 1+0.2 mas/yr. F’or the 18,6;yr nutations in longitude and
obliquity the lAU model yields -5.4+ 1.1 mas and 3.8+0.3 ;nas, whi]c the ZMOA model
gives 0,04:0.4 mas and 0.54:0.2 mas, rcspectivc]y,
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group dClay, Phase dclay)and +he’time rate of change of ]Jhase delay or fringe frcqtlcncy arc
in wide use. These obscrvablcs pass through a rather complex data reduction procedure,
called M01)13ST (Sovcrs al~d Jacobs, 1994). Its core is a VI,I]I mode] which permits the
extraction of the geometric portion of the observed delay fro]n tllc raw data. In further
steps the coordinates of the observed source in the cclcstial refcrencc frame arc derived
from the clclay data, With the aid of phase delay it is ~)ossiblc to har]dlc fringe frequency
obscrvables by means of the same model.
Mark 11 (1978-89) and Mark 111 (1988-94) VL131 data have been acquired by DSN over
the years 1978 to 1994, with the exception of long pm iods duril)g 1981 and 1985 when
the network was refurbished. ‘1’hc above-mentioned V1,BI model was used for processing
these data. ~’o account for precession the IAU recolnmended va]uc (I AU, 1977) was
adopted. Part of MODES’I’ is a nutation model, To study the itlfiucncc of nutations
three models have been chosen for data reduction: (~) 1980 IAU ‘1’hcory o f Nutation
(Scidclmann, 1982), (2) ZMOA (Zhu, Mathews, Qceans and Inelasticity) 1990-2 nutation
model (IIcrring, 19!31 ),and,~(3) KSNRE (~inoshita, ~ol~cha~ ~.on-rigid Earth Theory of
Nutatioll for the Rigid ~arth)j~sec Kinoshita and Souchayfi] 990). In the course of the
data reduction a grouping of the data in annual catalogues took p]acc, each catalogue
comprising only the positions of those extragalactic objects which were made during the
corresponding 12-month interval. Exceptions arc the cal ly data (1978-80) as well as those
around network ‘$aps (1981-2, 1985-6), which have bce~l grouped together, thus yie]ding
three sets of 13 annual catalogues, onc set for each of the three nutation models. I’hc
positions arc given in right ascension (RA, a) and declination (I)ec. 6) with reference to
the mean equator and equinox of ,J2000.O as defined by the 1976 IAIJ conventions.
q“’hc earlier catalogucs contain between 100 and 200 objf!cts)wllilc ZL figure closer to 300 is
typical for the more recent ones owing to the increasing cfflcicncy of data acquisition. F’or
confident, estimates of precession and nutation corrections ~wc require a specific object to
appear in at least 10 of the almual catalogues, thus ensuring a rather uniform distribution
of cataloguc positions over the whole time span of 16 years in most cases. This condition
is fulfilled by about 75 sources; the study rests clltirely on their positions in the respective
catalogues.
Attcntioll is drawn to a pccu]iarity of the source right ascensions. Since radio intcrfcromciry dctcrmincs primarily RA diffcrcnccsj it bccolnes necessa~y to define the zero
point of RA. In the catalogucs referred to above it is adjusted to tllc ltA of the source
0851 + 202== OJ 287 for which the value o== 08h 54m 48.8749s was adopted i~} J2900 coordinates. lts declination derived from observations in 1980 is 6== 20” 06’30.,’’63~ in J2000
coordinates. As will bc seen later, this RA property introduces conl])lications i;~ further
data analysis.
3. Conceptual background
On the hypothesis of an isotropic model of the universe as inferred fro] [1 the 3K background
radiatiou ~,the rotation of the universe is ncg’ligible (Collins and }Itlwkin$ ] 973). The
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radial velocities increase systematically with distance up to the lCVC1 of the speed of
light, while the transverse velocities are randomly dist~ ibuted aboui zero, independent, of
the distance. Thus, objects at large distances of approximately, (1 @igaparsc~ such as
quasars and distant galaxies, can only be associated with apparc~~t motions smaller than
6 x ] 0“”2 n~as/yr, assulning transverse velocities less th:m or equal to the speed of light.
Motions of such size arc normally not detectable by current obsmwatioll techniques and
can therefore be disregarded. Since there is no evidence of any systematic motion that
could be iclcn}tified with a background rotation, it is ~latural to define a static reference
systcml on the basis that distant cxtragalactic radio 01 }jects arc at rest,, and to consider
the cclcstial reference frame made up of the positions of these objects as the realization
of the static rcfcrcncc system, sometimes also called the “kincnla.t ic” reference system
(Kovalcvsky, 1981).
For practical reasons of a uniforln position determination, the above celestial reference
frame implies a geocentric, equatorial frame with the equator and equinox of J2000.O as
defined by the 1976 IAU conventions (Kaplan, 1981), including the 1980 nutation series
(Scidclmann, 1982). It is assumed that there is no apparent motio]l of the extragalactic
radio sources in the celestial reference frame. Consequel ltly, it is ex} meted that the observations of an cxtragalactic object made at different epochs and consist cnt ly transformed
to the frame of J2000. O lead to identical positions, apart from noise. Any biased departure from the “true” value referred to J2000.O could bc attributed to ilnpcrfect values of
data reduction parameters which are of secular or long; periodic nature. In general, however, cxpcriencc shows disagrccmcnt among positions at J2000. O of extragalactic objects
observed at different epochs. The position difi’mences can amount to several mas and
are signifkantly larger than the cp~otcd standard deviat ions. A]) illustration is shown for
the source NRAO 512 (1638+398) in Fig. 1. It may IN seen that the coordinates vary
smoothly over the 15-year time span. These variations are a])proxirllatc]y 1.2 ms in RA
and 9 mas in Dee, and arc well outside the formal uncertainties. We ascribe such deviations to im~crfcct values of the luni-solar lx-eccssion and the 18.Gjyr terms of nutation in
longitude and obliquity that were used for data reduction. The ~nathematical approach
outlined below is an elaborated and generalized version of the analysis by Walter and Ma
(1994) which dealt with precession only. It rests upcm the difterc~lccs of source positions
determined at epochs several years apart. On the avera[\e,40 to 50 such epoch diflercnces
of 1 to 16 years arc available for a regularly observed source. Weighted leastj squares
adjustment solves for corrections of precession and nut ation by fitting them to the set
of position differences which result from the individual catalogucs for each sourccj t aking
account of the different observation epochs.
The following notation is used:
a: (t~, tl ) right ascension (RA) of source i in cataloguc C~ at observation epoch t~ (first
argument), with reference to the mean equator and equinox at epoch tl (second
argument)
6? (t~, it) declination (Dee) of s o u r c e Z in catalogue ~~ at ok!rv?ltion epoch tk (first
argument), with rcfercncc to the mean equator and equinox at, epoch tl (second
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argument )
f.. common epoch of mcarl equator and cqui~lox to which tile obsmvations in the catalogucs C’~ have been precesscd
t~ observation epoch of a source in cataloguc C~
tl

epoch of a selected mean equator ancl equinox. In this context it assumes the values
of to and t~

Pa(cY, 6)

= m 3- n si7t a(t)

tan 6(t)

(operator of general precession in right ascension)

P~(a)
== n cos a(t) (operator of .gcncral ]n’eccssit)n in declination)
7n, n gcncrajl precession in right} ascension and dcclinat ion, respect ivcly
6?n, &L corrcctio]]s to general precession, respectively
~~ luni-solar precession
6@ correction of the luni-solar precession
A@ nutation in longitude
6( A@) correction of nutation in longitude
AE nutation in obliquity
6( As) correction of nutation in obliquity
Expressions of nutation i~~ longitude (A@) and obliquity (As), respectively, to the first
order in RA and Dee:
lVIJa(t) == cos E(t) + sin c(t) sin a(t) ~an d(t)
NOQ(t) = – cos a(t) ianb(t)
i’vL~(t) = s’i?2 &(t) Cos a’(t)
NO~(t) =

sins(t)

Note that the coordinates Q, 6 in Pa, 1’6 arc those valid at the c])och of the equator and
equinox of the position catalogues (Licske et al., 1977), i.e., t =- to, while the coordinates
a, 6 in the expressions of nutatio~l refer to the mean equator and equinox of date, i.e.,
t == il == ik. c stands for the obliquity of the ecliptic.
4. Adjustment of right ascensions
Over the 16 years of data acquisition the source 0851-:202 has been obscrvccl regularly
within each annual interval. Throughout the a.mmal catalogues the RA of this source was
chosen as rcfcrcn?c for the relative right ascensions,with the consequence that 0851 -t 202
has identical RA’s in all the catalogues. O,n the assuml )tion of imperfect values of precession and nutation, however, diffcmnt RA’s would bc expected.
To take account of possible parameter imperfections a correcting term Aak is introduced.
In the case of prccession}thc contribution to Aa~ <epcmds o*, the diflcxenco At bctwcwn
the observation epoch of 0851 -+ 202 in onc of the individual catalogucs (k) and in the
arbitrarily chosen reference catalogue (R) among the set of catalog;ucs. For convenience
wc selected the cataloguc containing the positions c)f 1980 as rcfercllcc cataloguc to keep
At positive. The nutation part of the correcting; term is a function of the same epochs. As
the observations arc generally fairly uniformly distributed over the ycar)wc approximated
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these epochs by the middle of tllc year without loss of accuracy } denoting thcm t~ and t~.
Dcaring in mind that the cataloguc right ascmlsions i~rc the result of the original RA
diffcrcnccs with respect to the rcfcrcnce source, cfFcc}’s of the gcnicra] ])rcccssion in right
ascension (6nt) arc not prcsm-vcd in the relative RA,~~jwhilc the effects of general precession in declination (6rL) will show Llp owing to tl]c different source lwsitions \n a cataloguc.
After these remarks the corlccting term to bc added to the cataloguc R&s reads
AcY~ = Aa~(prec) ~- A~~(nvt).

(1)

To first order onc gets

with tkrl = O (SCC above) and

q’hc coordinates a and 8 arc taken from the rcfcrcnce cataloguc. ‘1’o start with, numerical
values for the corrections of precession and 18.6- yr ]Iutations IIavc to be introduced.
Either one adopts present best estimates obtaine ~ clsewhcrc by illdcpcndcnt methods,
e.g., Williams et al. (1991))01 onc introduces the estimates resulting from the declination
observations as carried out in the next section. Rcsortin?, to the solution from declinations
is possible, si~lcc they arc absolute observations and, unlike right ascw]sions, do not require
such adjustments.

I
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5. Observational equations

10 first order, the variations of RA and Dcc due to premssion and nutation arc given by

For sources of homonymous designations having different epochsjthc coordinates QC’ (tL, to)
and &’k (t~, to) should be idcnt,ical~ according to the basic assum])tions of Sect. 3. The
entries of the individual catalogues, however, show differences of a fcw mas,which is significantly larger than the position unccrtai~ltics, By a~lalogy with the study by Walter
and Ma (1994), wc introduce corrections 6Pa, ti~>~, 6( A@) and 6(AE) in order to constrain
the positions to onc single but unknown true position q,, 62V identical for all observation
epochs t~ of a source. onc gets
6
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(t~, i?~) – (t~ – to)dp~
– NL6(tk)ti(A@) - NOfi(tk)i$(AE) == 62,,,

2==1 ,...,

s;

(7)

1< k < N,

where s is the number of difiercnt sources taken from the catalogum, and k refers to those
catalogucs out of t,hc total of N to which source z belongs. ]Jd k(i) bc the number of
catalogucs in which source z appears; then, for any given source z there arc k(i) equations
(6) and (7) with identical right-hand sides. On forming combinatimls of cq. (6) two at a
time, say p and q, and subtracting equation p from equation q, one gets k(i) [(k(i) – 1]/2
observational equations for ltA, and in like manner for Dec. ~’hcy bccolnc)aftcr substitution of 61~ and 61)A)
(fP - tq)i$m + {sin qtan62(tP - tq)}6n
+{ NLJtP) –

NLQ(t~)}6(A~~)

+{ NOcy(tp) -- NOO(t~)}6(Ac) = ~ CY~(tT,, to) + A(YP
- [o: (t,, ta) + A~,]

(8)

and
cosai(tP – tq)~n

+{NL&) -- N-b(tq)}~(Ai~)
+{ NOd(tp) -- NOfi(tQ)}6(Ae) = (f’p(ip) io) - d~(tq, t[)).

(9)

The RA adjust, mcnts of eq, (1) have been added to t hc cat aloguc right ascensions on
the right-hand side of cq. (8). Note in this equation t}lat the term with 8 m is included
for formal reasons. Actually, the original RA differences measured by W,]]] arc not
sensitive to m, since they refer to the adopted RA of the rcfcrcncc source 0851 + 202.
As a conscqucncc, the right-hand sides do not contain effects of 6 ?tz. Thcrcforc, d m i s
indctcrminablc and the term with 6 m is dropped frolm eq. (8).
Ultimately, wc strive for corrections to the general prf!cession in declination (n) and to
the 18.6~yr nutation coefficients from annual position catalogucs using eqs. (8) and (9).
To this cnd the nutation s :rics in lorrgitudc and obliquity, A@ and A&, are truncated,
0)
with the 18.6/ yr
leaving only the first tcrm,~ach
,’ coefficient of nutation in longitude and
obliquity. Then, cqs. (8) ancl (9) arc suitable for estimating the three desired corrections
by a weighted lcast;,squares fit. Wci,ghting is in inverse proportion to the sum of squares
of the formal errors of the rcspcctivc pair of sources. ‘~o distinguish the two solutions
from RA observations on the onc hand and Dcc obserwltions cm the other, the unknowns
arc designated ha, 6( A@)o, ti(Ac)a and drib, 6( At/1)6, fi(AE)6, respectively. For lack of
7
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true positions? the numerical treatment uses the ca,taloguc ~Jositiolls in calculating the
precession and nut,ation terms. As they are good appl oxidations of the true values, the
loss of accuracy is uncioubteclly of scconcl ordel.
6. Case studies

6.1, Numerical results
Three sets of annual catalogucs arc treated. ‘rhcir posit ions differ from one anothc> since
different nutation models have been employed for data reduction, while in all cases the
data reduction is based on the 1976 IAU precession. Set 1 Or the 1 AIJ set follows frOIll
the 1980 IAU Theory of Nutatioll (Scidclmann, 1982), set 2 or the ZMOA set from the
ZhflOA 1990-2 nutation model (Herring, 1991)} and set 3 or the KSNIU? set from the
Kinoshita-Souchay nutation model (Kinoshita and Souchay, 1990).
The strcngt,h of the RA and Dec solutions of eqs. (8) and (9) profits from large epoch
diflcrences and from the frequency with which a source appears ill t}lc catalogucs. Thus,
only those sources are considered which appear in at least 10 of the 13 annual catalogues.
Omitting spurious coordinates, approxinmtcly 75 sources have bccll sing]cd out which
fulfill the above condition. They gave rise to nearly 3800 pairs of observational equations
in RA and I)cc.
The observational equations associated with the three data sets arc subjcctcd to a weighted
lcastAsquarcs process yiclclilLg the numbers of Table 1. ‘1’hcy arc prcccdcd by the parameters for right ascension adj ustmcnts. A proper value of generally accepted magnitude
was chosen for precession. Values compatible with the respective llutation models have
been acioptcd for t,hc correction of nutation, i.e., for the IAU and KSNRE models wc used
the corrections given by Williams et al. (1991), while no correction was applied to the
ZMOA model. l’hc a priori error of the observation of unit weight is set equal to 1 mas.
To facilitate the comparison of results,wc give 6@ == 6)~/sin F instead of the immediate
solution &t; E is the obliquity of the ecliptic.

8

Table 1. Corrections of precession and 18.$,yr I Iutatiolls for three models
of nutation using external best estimatm for ri{~ht ascmlsio~l adjustment.
—

—-—
RA adj~tmcnt:
I>reccssion [mas/yr]
6?/1
Nutation: 18.~,yr terms [mm]
6( A?/))
—6(Ac)
.
Results:
Precession [mas/yr]
6?/)0
6?/1~
Nutation: 18.~;yr terms [mas]
6(A@)0
6(A@)6
8(AE)a
fi(Ac)6
Err& of u-nit wfi~;i-~;i;i]
me(a)
me(6)

IAIJ

-

ZMOA”” —

KSN1tR

-3.08

-3.08

-3.08

-7.80

0

-7.80

3.00

0

—

3.00

- 3 . 1 4 4 : 0 . 0 7 3.21+0.04 3.24+0.07
3.11+0.08 3.05+0.05 3.35+0.08
- 9 . 0 5 4 . 0 . 0 5 0.35+().03
“- 5.403:0.45
0+().28
0,85+0.10
4.6830.17

9.04+0.05
6.49+0,45

4.06+0.16

3.81+ ().09

0.56+0.06

3.28+0.09

1.89
2.04

1.13
1.2(i

1.83
2.03

‘llc correlation coefficients of the unknowns arc less than 0.25 with one exception: it
reaches 0.88 for 6@a and 8( A@)6jwhich is not SUI ~Jrising lmcausc of t}lc insufficient separability of precession and nutation in obliquity as expressed by the observational equations.
Judging only from the error of unit weight after the fit, the ZMOA nutation model is
superior to the IAU and KSNR,E models. Ideally, the error of uuit weight should be
1 mas, which is closely approximated by the ZNIOA solutio]l. ‘1’llc IAU and KSNIW
solutions yield approximately 2 rnas, indicating the possibility of nlodcl inadequacies and
systematic errors in the data.
At first glance the corrections of precession and 18.6; yr nutations appear reasonable,
falling in line with results derived by quite different methods from lunar Laser Ranging
data (I,I,R) and VLBI data, e.g., Williams et al. (1991), Chariot et al. (1995), Williams
et al, ( 19!35). What is disturbing in our solutions is the discrepancy between the RA and
Dcc solutions)which in some cases is larger than inferred from the formal standard errors.
In fact, more or lCSS identical. results should be cxpectec] because of’ the independence of
the RA and I)CC obscrvation:lapart from corrclatiom of the coordinates. Ilclowt attcmpt,s
arc made to rcconci]c the discrepancy of the two solutions and the inconsistency of RA

9

adjustment parameters al~d RA solutions,
one reason for the discrepancies could be related to the RA adjust rnent,s based on preliminary cstilnatcs. The Dcc solutjolls)bcin?; free of such ilSSUHl])tiOllEj suggest to substitute
thcm as estimates for iterated R,A solutions. Results using the self-sufficient Dm solution
arc shown in Table 2 for the three nutation models. W C have left out the Dcc solutions}
since they arc idcntica] with those in Tab]c 1.
The small difIcrcnccs of the RA and Dec solutions pcrsis( even after tllc substitution of RA
adjustments consistent with the self-sufficient Dcc SOIU1 ions. obviously, these diffcrcnccs
arc to some cxtcut related to the RA adjustment pararnctcr? which arc chosen so that
the diffcrcnccs arc minimized. ~’his minimum is achicvcd, llowcvcr, at the expense of
incompatibility of adjustmc~lt parameters with the RA solution. in ot}ler words, the RA
so]ution dots not rcproducc t,hc starting parameters USC(1 for RA adj ustmcnt. Moreover, if
the adjustments arc calculated from the RA solution of the previous cycle, the iterations
d o llOt COnVC1’gC. Although the RA solutions arc marked by this inconsistency, they
pr-oducc numerical results of acceptable order of magnitude. ‘1’he disturbing effect seems
to bc inherent, in the RA positions being rnorc ~)ronou~lced ill case of the IAU than the
ZMOA models of nutation, which supports the assuml)tion that the effect depends on
the nutation nlodcl used for data reduction. It cannot bc excluded that correlations of
prcccssiol} and nutation cause this inconsistency) which is also foulld when only the single;,
parameter solution of precession is performed taking the 18.6~~yr nutation parameters from
an improved nutation model (C.g.) Williams ct al., 1991).
‘1’able 2. Corr-cctions for precession and 18.~:yr nutations using the Dcc
solutions of Table 1 as estimates for ri~;llt ascension adjustlllents.
—— ..————— ..— ———

.—

IAU
-

l)rc~c;sio{~l-n=~~y;j
ti+m

ZMOA

–

Nutation: 18.6 yr terms [mas]
6(A@)&
6(AE)0
Phror of u;lit wfi”~ll;[fi~s]–
Illo(~)
——

— . . . &JRE
. .—— —

- - 2 . 7 8 3 0 . 0 7 3.22+0.04 3.03+0.07
--6.4030.05
4.74+o.15
1.70

-

0.37+0.03 7.47+0,05
O.89ZEO.1O — 4.09+0.15
— 1.14

—

1.71

—

The KSNRE results behave similarly to those ol)taincd from the IAU Inodcl}inasnluch as
the orders of magnitude of the corrections arc equal. ~’hc slightly larger absolute values
in precession and nutation may be explainable by the strong corrcl atioll between the two
quantities. In the framework of this analysis it is realized that the overall effects of the
KSNR13 and IAU models arc equivalent}although the nutation cocflicicnts differ from each
other in general. The similarity is probably due to tihc fact that both models share the
annual and semiannual nut,ation cc)cfflcicnts)whilc ZMOA revises thcm substantially. For
10

the above reasons wc omit K SNRl; in further cliscussiolls.
6.2. Accuracy assessment ancl discussion
Ill order to qLlote errors that arc more rca]istic than forltlal statistical standard deviations,
which normally rcpr-cscnt, the lower bound of the true error, wc process a variety of
observational data which arc subsets of the total number of catalogue positions of the
roughly 75 suitable sources mentioned before. Two paths have been taken in the choice of
the subsets: (1) selection by catalogues providing two subsets consist,illg of the even and
odd annual catalogucs, rcspcctivc]y; (2) selection by positions froln the total sequence of
positions. In the second case, the subsets were formed by retaining o]]ly the even and odd
positions ill the total scqucncc, and by retaining two (th~ ec) out of three (four) consecutive
positiolls~giving rise to 12 subsets. In the absence of sysi ematic errors, each of the subsets
should yield the same values for the unknowns. ~’he precession corrections resulting from
the i~ldividua] subsets, however, differ by as nmch as 10% and 5% in case of the IAU
and ZMOA nutat,ion models, respectively. I)iffercnccs of up to 2 5(% arc found among the
corrections of the IAU nutation terms, while the absolute values of the corrections of the
Zh40A nutation terms arc small. Nevertheless, they (ausc relative diffcrcnccs of more
than 60Y0. These figures indicate some dependence, although weak, on the selection of
source positions and their temporal distribution.
Moreover, the RA solutions are subject to an additional error w]lich originates in the
uncertainties of the precession and nutation parameters employed for the RA adjustment.
‘1’hc point, of departure of this error type is the self-sufficient Dcc scdution and its errors
given in Table 1. Allowing variations of the parameters for RA adjustment within the
error ranges of the IIcc solutions, one obtains ltA solulions bctwcc~l tllc following lower
and upper limits:
I A U : 2 . 8 5 mas/yr < thja
<-2.70 mas/yr
< 6(A@)m < -5.85 mas
-6.94 mas
4.73 mas
< 8(AE)0 < 4.75 mas
Z M O A : - 3 . 2 7 mas/yr < btja
< - 3 . 1 8 mas/yr
-0.72 mas
< ti(A~~)a < -0.03 mas
0.88 mas
< 6(Ae)a < 0.89 mas.
The rms error of these solutions is taken as a ~neasurc of the additional error caused by
the uncertainty of the liA adjustment. One finds:
lAI.J:

a (6@&)
= 0.06 mas/yr
a(ti(A~~)a) = 0.40 mas
0(6( Ac)Q) == 0.01 mas

ZMOA:

O(th.ja)
= 0.05 nlas/yr
CJ(6(AI/I)a) == 0.32 mas
CT(6(AE)O) == 0.00 mas.

We dcfil~c tllc realistic error of the precession and 18.6 yr l]ut,ation corrections as the
/\
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rms error of the mean of the RA and DCC solutions for different sulmts of RA and Dcc
positions. For RA solutions this error is augmented in the quadratic SC1lSC by the abovclisted rms errors due to RA adjustment. The mean values of the corrections to luni-solar
prcccssio~l and the 18.6~yr ll~ltatiol~sjtogetl~cr with realistic errors dcrivcci from a sample
of 15 position selections, are given in Table 3. This sal nple consists of the standard set
comprising the total number of eligible positions, 2 subs~!ts corrcspo] lding to the even and
odd catalogucs, and 12 subsets forlned by systematic position selection as outlined above.
Table 3. M(:M1 values of the corrections to preccssiol L and
18.6;,yr nutations derived from 15 different sets of cataloguc positions.
. ..— —

_— . . . . . .—
______

Precession [lnas/yr]
6?/)a
fiql~

-_!&t

Z;iOA

--2.7930.23 -3.25:10.09
--3.08+ 0.16 -3.06:10.10

Nutation: 18.~(yr terms [mas]
6( A#))a
6( A#I)6
6(AE)0
—6(AE)b
. . —————— .—.

--6.4430.42 -0.3% 0.35
-5.3541.08 O.01:~ 0.39
0,95:] 033
4.8930.55
0.54:~ 0.16
3.7920.30

On comparing the RA and DCC solutions in Tdic 3, both for IA~J and ~MoA)t~~e diflcrenccs bctwccn the RA and Dcc solutions generally fall within the error bars of the diffcrcnccs. ]n the case of nutation ;n obliguity, th~ differences exce~d tile error bar slightly”
Despite this satisfactory rcsult}wc fav& the Dcc sc)lution, bearing ill mind the possibility
J
of adulteration of the RA solutions by the adjustment parameters. Thus, in,sase of the ./},!
1980 IAU Nutation Thcor}j the corrections obtained for luni-solar lJrccession and 18.6;~r
nutations arc in turn --3.1 +0.2 nm/yr, - 5.4+ 1.1 rnas, and 3.8+ 0.3 mas. In},case of the ~ /i(
ZMOA 1990-2 nutation modeljthc respective corrections arc -3.1 :1.0.1 nlas/yr, 0.0*0.4
masjand 0.5*0.2 mas. For comparison with the IAU adopted values,wc have added the
corrections of the Dcc solution to the respective starting va]ucs in order to display total
values of luni-solar precession and 18.6,~r nutations ill longitude and obliquity:
IAU adopted values:
~) == 50.3878’’/yr, A@ = -17:~1996’;
/’!,
IAU nutation model:
~] = 50.3847’’/yr,

)
AE ~= 9.’ 2025}’”

A+ = -17.’~O50’”
.
,,,’ AE = 9.’~O63°

ZMOA nutation model:
@ = 50.3847’’/yr, A@ == li’.’’~O6~j’ AE
The

method

=

9$’058”!

of position analysis applied to tllc IAU as well as ZMOA reduced data sets
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provides the same value of the luui-solar prcccssion, and values of the 18.6. yr nutation
/,
cocflicicnts differing by apploximatcly 1 mas.
7. Conclusions
‘1’hc method prcscntcd in this paper is an alternative to cstinlati~lg precession and nutation corrections from direct fits to the original VLB1 obscrvablcs, and has the virtue of
potcntial]y cxposillg systematic problems in one or both methods. 11’c have demonstrated
the possibility of determining corrections to the luni-solar precession ald the 18.6;yr nutation in longitude and obliquity from catalogue positions obtained at annually spaced
epochs bctwccn 1978 and 1994. The method of analysis was ap~)licd to three models of
nutation, the 1980 IAU ‘1.’hcory of Nutation, tllc ZMOA 1990-2 IIutation mode) and the
Kinoshita-Souchay nutation model. All three cases produce corrcctio~~ wdues approximating closely those of independent methods. ~’hc first and third lrlodel,~icldcd almost
<q
identical results.
In principle the method pursued here supplies twc) solutions, onc derived from the positions
in RA and the other from positions in Dec. While the I)cc solution is self-suf%cicnt, the RA
solution requires a priori information on precession and nutat ion)a)lowil lg t hc adjustment
of the differential RA,’~jwhich arc referred to a uniform zero poi~lt ill the annual position
catalogues. Both solutions show the same trend, anfl their difrcrcnces remain nearly
within the statistical error of the diffcrcnccs.
//,(
In, case of the IAU nut,ation model, the arithmetic mean of tllc I{A alld I)ec corrections
to ‘precession and 18.6;,yr nutations following from Taldc 3 is ill turn - 2,9+0.3 mas/yr,
- 5.9+ 1.2 mas, 4.3+0.6 mas. lhcsc results arc in reasonable agrccmcnt with indcpcndcnt determinations from Lunar Laser Ranging data (Williams et al., 19!34) and from
VLBI/LI,R data (Chariot ct al., 1995). The first paper arrived at 3.2+0.3 mas/yr, ~ “
- 5.0+3.3 mas, 1.8+ 1.2 mas for the unconstrained in-p}lase solution, and the second onc
at --3.0+ 0.2 nlas/yr, - 7.0+1.0 mas, 2.7+().2 mas, respc(.:tivcly. 011 tllc other hand, when
using the ZMOA nutation model) Table 3 yields for the mean correction of precession
-3.2+0. 1 nlas/yr, while the mean corrections to the 18.6j,yr nutations arc as small as =“J
0.2+0.5 mas and 0.7+0.4 mas, emphasizing that, no si~’,nificallt correction to the ZMOA
nutation model is indicated by our method.
The above-mentioned results confirm that secular and quasi-secular cflccts such as precession and 18.6iyr nutations arc accurately preserved during the complex VLBI data
reduction process, and propagate intact into the final source positions. Therefore, if
only luni-solar precession and 18.6i,yr nutations are under investigation, it is possible to
dctcrminc corrections from position catalogues referring to rcasona])ly spaced epochs of
observation. lhc tcchniquc serves also as a check of the cohcsive)less and believability
of the VL131 measurements. There is an additional ad vant age tha,t position catalogues
belonging to a variety of VLB1 networks are eligible fo~ a conlbincd treatment, provided
there is adequately dctailccl documentation of the fundamental qual]titics adopted for the
reduction to cclcstial coordil~atcs.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. Right ascension (a) and declination (b) of NRAO 512 from yearly catalogues,
determined with the 1976 IAIJ precession and ZMOA 1990-2 nutation ]nc)dels.
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